
SIDE EFFECTS may include:
Biddable Artwork, Hoedowns, and Bedside Line Dancing

Proceeds go to Prescription Joy!

Check out these handmade items by artist and historian, Ron Chapman.
Click the images to bid and help bring joy into hospitals.
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Gettin' Down with The Git Up

There's a new dance craze
sweeping the nation! Or, at least
the hospitals that Joe and Goe
traipse about.

Recently the intrepid janitors
have taken to dancing the Git Up,
a stylish new song by Blanco
Brown. The best part is that the
choreography is in the lyrics! 

Kiddos of all ages love jamming
out to the beat and line-dancing
with the blue-suited duo! Joe is
particularly good at the two-step
and Goe can't be beat when it
comes to hoe-downing.

However, these two might as
well have four left feet between
them, compared to some of the
hot-shot movers and shakers
encountered all over the place!
Whether jamming out from the
bed or strutting their stu� in the
lobbies, the clowns are ALWAYS
outclassed by their friends.

Bedside Line Dancing

One of our favorite friends is an
awesome jammer! Normally, he
can be heard rocking out to
"What Does the Fox Say?" and
it's many trap-style remixes
(special note, always ALWAYS
wait for the 'drop'). 

Joe and Goe came by and had an
amazing time blowing bubbles,
backed up with the classic jam
from Ylvis. An awesome time was
being had by all! Then the
janitors cued up The Git Up. The
camera came out and caught Joe,
Goe, Katie (our Amazing Child
Life contact) and their little
friend working out the
choreography. They all had so
much fun dancing to the tune!

Moving and music are such an
integral part of life, and it can
bring so much fun (and exercise)
to the healing process, Joe and
Goe are always overjoyed to
share a step or two with the
kiddos!



 
   

“The task of the medical clown is to assist in the healing process of patients in
medical centers and convalescent homes. This the medical clown does by

employing humor in fantasy and creating an alternative world, a world radically
different from the immediate reality of the ailing or suffering person." 

-Amnon Raviv, Medical Clowning: The Healing of Performance
 

In other news...
Prescription Joy clowns will be featured in Special Olympics
Louisiana's Geaux Over the Edge and Health Fest! We are both thrilled
and honored to be supporting such a wonderful organization!
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